PRESS RELEASE
REDFISH TECHNOLOGIES SUPPLIES INTERVIEW RECORDERS
FOR THE NEW PERTH POLICE CENTRE
Wednesday, 15 May 2013
Redfish Technologies is pleased to announce the award and subsequent installation of ten (10) Indico
Systems to the Western Australian Police. These dedicated police interview recording systems have
been installed into the new Perth Police Complex (PPC) in Northbridge, Western Australia.
The systems went live on Wednesday, 24 April 2013 and are being used in nine individual interview
rooms within the station. “Redfish Technologies was awarded the contract to provide this best of breed
interview recording software, and the audio and visual interface equipment, for the new purpose-built
police complex,” said Stuart Herring, Redfish Technologies principal. “We provided the Indico software
along with AKG microphones, Bosch cameras and FTR Mixers to provide the overall solution with the
best audio and visual inputs that are possible.”
“The Indico recording solution meets all of the requirements for the Western Australian Police” Stuart
went on to say. “It provides a reliable, mission-critical recording system that records the audio and
visual data to multiple DVDs at the end of the session.” The solution provided is operated via a touch
screen control interface making it very simple to undertake an interview.
Training to multiple uniformed and detective police officers was undertaken on Friday, 26 April, all of
whom took to the system very quickly citing its intuitive nature of operation and how simple it was to
undertake an interview setup. Redfish Technologies provided the training via custom created training
video allowing easy retraining at later dates without the need to have a dedicated training class
deployed.
Mr Stig Knutsen, COO of Indico Systems Group, stated, “We at Indico are delighted with the ongoing
work and sales efforts provided by Redfish with our systems. Redfish Technologies has again proven
its ability to undertake the installation and configuration of our products in a demanding work
environment with the professionalism we expect from our partners.” He went on to say, “Redfish has
started the process of advocating our products across the region and we look forward to more
implementations.”
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About Redfish Technologies
Redfish Technologies is a specialist provider of evidential recording and audio/visual solutions for
justice, law enforcement, local government and the parliamentary sectors. Redfish Technologies
provides a variety of services, expertise and knowledge in consultancy, design, implementation and
support on many of the world’s leading evidential digital recording projects and solutions for these
markets. Working with the “best of breed” manufacturers, Redfish Technologies also provides expert
assistance to many supporting areas surrounding the marketplace. These areas include ongoing
support, additional customised integration services and audio/visual implementation, which
complement the digital recording solutions and the integration into the venues they are deployed within.

About Indico System
Indico Systems is a leading provider of secure digital recording and evidential management solutions.
Indico Systems software and solutions are changing the way industries record and use recordings in
their respective processes globally. Indico has more than ten years’ experience in developing,
integrating and testing secure recording solutions. For the criminal justice sector, Indico Systems has
helped to improve the performance in suspect, witness and victim interviewing processes over the past
decade. More than 100 customers around the world, including police forces, children’s safe houses,
courts and the UN today rely on these solutions to save money and time, as well as provide accurate
documentation.

Overview of system installation
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